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The Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) system for FTU (f = 8 GHz, P = 6 MW/1s) has a modular configuration that gives it a high

degree of flexibility in operations. The RF power generated by six gyrotrons is coupled to the plasma through six independent

launchers, each one made by 4 superimposed arrays of 12 waveguides. In the last few years this system has had the unique opportunity

to work with conventional grills, classical Multijunction (MJ) and Passive Active Multijunction (PAM) launchers on the same plasma’s

scenarios.

The conventional grill gives the possibility to vary the spectrum of the parallel index of refraction within quite wide margins (N|| = 1.3

– 3.5) and to launch waves with high directivity at low N||. In FTU the coupled power can exceed 100 MW/m2 at the grill mouth for

proper launcher-plasma matching (average power reflection coefficient 10 – 15%).

The MJ reduces the coupling problems arising from impedance mismatching at the plasma-launcher interface. In FTU it has shown

good performances also with plasma densities much lower than those normally acceptable for a conventional grill; in this condition an

average reflection coefficient around 4% has been measured. Conversely the MJ has a lower flexibility in N|| spectrum and a lower

power directivity. In FTU a power density close to 60 MW/m2 in steady conditions and has been obtained. Limitation came from the

upstream distribution lines that were not sufficiently conditioned.

The PAM is the LH launcher proposed for ITER due to the possibility of installing an active cooling circuit between the active

waveguides to extract the high thermal loads arising both from the plasma and from the RF dissipation into the waveguides’ walls. In

FTU the power density steadily coupled has been 80 MW/m2, 1.4 times the target value for ITER. Very low power reflection (around

3%) also with the PAM mouth flush to the walls, thus in presence of an almost vanishing plasma, has been obtained. This will assure to

the future launcher the long lifetime required to the in-vessel components exposed to the harsh plasma environment of ITER. On the

other hand, with reference to the MJ, the PAM suffers a further reduction of power directivity and flexibility in N||.

The paper presents an overview of the performances, in term of coupling characteristics, of the three launchers on FTU and gives a

detailed comparative analysis of the results obtained in similar plasma’s conditions, in particular during the same shots.
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